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In this article, we present a deletion algorithm in the duality computer that deletes a marked state from an even superposition of all
basis-states with certainty. This duality computer deletion algorithm requires a single query, and this achieves exponential speedup
over classical algorithm. Using a duality mode and recycling quantum computing, we provide a realization of this duality computer
deletion algorithm in quantum computer.
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Deleting items from a database has been a widely met sci-
entific problem and it has important applications in comput-
ing process. In classical computing, deleting is an essen-
tial method to preserve certain data structure for convenient
searching and visiting, for example, a well-known Google
search engine PageRank algorithm [1]. Classical deleting
is considered equivalent to classical searching. To delete
M marked items from a N-item database usually requires
O(MN log N) steps. Fibonacci heaps algorithm [2] which
has been shown optimal [3] is the optimal classical dele-
tion algorithm. For arbitrary database, Fibonacci heaps al-
gorithm deletes M marked items from a N-item heap with
O(N log N + M) steps. Recently, the deletion algorithm has
been extended to quantum computation [4]. A quantum dele-
tion algorithm is proposed that deletes a marked basis-state
from an evenly distributed state with only a single query.
Compared to its classical counterpart, quantum deletion al-
gorithm can achieve an exponential speedup.
Duality computer (DC) is a recently proposed computing
model [5]. It exploits particle wave duality property, and
it may oﬀer additional computing capability. Two proof-
of-the-principle designs of duality computer have been pre-
sented. Later on, many eﬀorts have been made to duality
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computer research. A duality computer can solve an unsorted
database search problem [5] and factorization for large inte-
gers [6]. Mathematical theory of duality computer has also
been worked out [7–15]. A quantum computer realization
of the duality computer is given in [16], and complex du-
ality quantum computer is proposed in [17]. This realiza-
tion uses the duality mode and recycling quantum comput-
ing. These modes provide new ways and flexibility in quan-
tum algorithm designs, for example, a fixed-point quantum
search algorithm based on the duality mode is proposed [18],
which can achieve speedup compared to previous fixed-point
searching [19]. Later it is experimentally demonstrated [20].
An improved fixed-point duality quantum algorithm is given
in [21]. Duality quantum computing has been generalized
into more broad range, duality quantum information process-
ing [22, 23]. In this article, we explore the problem of delet-
ing marked item using the duality computer, and the duality
mode in quantum computer.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 1, we
briefly review the duality computer. In Section 2, we briefly
review the duality mode and the recycling quantum comput-
ing. In Section 3, we present a algorithm using the duality
computer to delete a marked basis-state from an even super-
position of all basis-states. In Section 4, we give a quantum
simulation of the deletion algorithm in Section 3 using the
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duality mode and recycling quantum computing. In Section
5, a concluding remark is given.
1 The duality computer
Simply stated, a duality computer [5] is a moving quantum
computer passing through diﬀerent slits. A duality computer
possesses duality parallelism which is absent in a quantum
computer, and it oﬀers the capability to perform separate op-
erations on the sub-waves coming out of the diﬀerent slits.
In a duality computer, the basic information carrier is called
duality bit for dubit for short, two new computing gates are
quantum wave divider (QWD) and quantum wave combiner
(QWC). Take a m-slit system in complex Hilbert space H
for example, copies of the wave function is produced by
a QWD with coeﬃcients
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where pi is called divider function which represents the
strength of the sub-wave in the i-th slit and satisfies
∑
i pi = 1.
The quantum wave combiner (QWC) combines the sub-
waves in the H⊕m into the Hilbert space H,
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qi is called combiner function. The following oper-















Here is a summary of a symmetric 2-route duality com-
puter, i.e. q1 = q2 = 1/2, p1 = p2 = 1/2. A quantum sys-
tem with n dubits is moving, its wave function is |ψ〉 = |ϕ〉|κ〉,
where |ϕ〉 is the internal state, |κ〉 is the center of mass transla-
tional motion function. Then a QWD operation is performed,































To read-out the information, perform a measurement on |ψ〉 f




2 Ui is no longer unitary. Quan-
tum computer cannot perform U1 + U2, it can only perform
U1U2, so this is fundamental diﬀerence between duality com-
puter and quantum computer.
2 Duality mode and recycling quantum
computing
Duality mode and recycling quantum computing provide a
quantum computer simulation of the duality computer [16].
An n-dubit duality computer can be simulated by an (n + 1)-
qubit quantum computer where one qubit is auxiliary qubit.
There is following correspondence:
|ϕ〉|κu〉 ↔ |ϕ〉|0〉,
|ϕ〉|κd〉 ↔ |ϕ〉|1〉. (7)
If the auxiliary qubit is in |0〉 or |1〉 state, it simulates that a du-
ality computer passes through the upper or lower slit respec-
tively. Initial and final wave functions of the duality computer
are ascribed to the auxiliary qubit that is in state |0〉. Thus the
initial state of the duality computer is |ϕ〉|0〉. Perform the
QWD to switch on the duality mode, and the state becomes
|ϕ〉 |0〉 + |1〉√
2
, (8)
namely, the QWD operation is equivalent to a Walsh-
Hadamard operation on the auxiliary qubit. As shown in Fig-
ure 1 [16], conditional gates can simulate gate operations on
diﬀerent slits.




The QWC operation can be simulated by a Walsh-Hadamard
operation on auxiliary qubit to switch oﬀ the duality mode.
After QWC, the wave function becomes
U0 + U1
2
|ϕ〉|0〉 + U0 − U1
2
|ϕ〉|1〉. (10)
A measurement is performed on the n qubits in the condition
that the auxiliary qubit is in |0〉 state. Then the wave function
is collapsed and (U0+U1)|ϕ〉 result is read out. The probabil-







Figure 1 Schematic illustration of a duality mode. An n-dubit duality
computer can be simulated by an (n + 1)-qubit quantum computer in the
duality mode.
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The probability of not obtaining a result is 1 − P0 and if this
occurs, the state in |1〉 collapses out, and the wave function
becomes
|ψ′〉 = N′U0 − U1
2
|ϕ〉|1〉, (11)
where N′ is renormalization constant.
As shown in Figure 2 [16], then a unitary recovering op-
eration V is performed on the n qubits to restore the initial
input state. Flip the auxiliary qubit state |1〉 to |0〉. The (n+1)
qubits are recovered to be the beginning of the circuit. The
calculating process will recycle again and again until the con-
ditional measurement is performed to obtain a result. This is
the recycling quantum computing mode.
3 Deletion algorithm using duality computer
In quantum computing, a quantum deletion algorithm can
delete a marked basis-state from an even superposition of N
basis-states with only a single query [4]. The deletion prob-
lem is:
Given: a function f : [N]→ {0, 1} as a black box.
Promise: there exists a unique τ such that f (τ) = 1.





We can view an even superposition of all basis-states as
an unsorted database like in the Grover algorithm [24], so
we can view above problem as deleting a marked state from
an unsorted database. For example, if we search for multi-
ple marked states in an unsorted database and if one marked
state has already been found, we can delete one marked state
in subsequent search for other marked states. This problem
can also be solved in duality computer, the duality computer
algorithm is given as follows.




(|0〉 + |1〉 + · · · + |τ〉 + · · · + |N − 1〉) , (12)
where τ is the marked state we want to delete.
Step 2: The duality computer go through QWD, so the
wave is divided into two sub-waves:
|ψu〉 = 1√
2N
(|0〉 + |1〉 + · · · + |τ〉 + · · · + |N − 1〉) ,
|ψd〉 = 1√
2N










Figure 2 Schematic illustration of a recycling quantum computation.
Step 3: The query is applied to the lower-path sub-wave,
reversing the coeﬃcient of the marked state |τ〉 and leaving





(|0〉 + |1〉 + · · · − |τ〉 + · · · + |N − 1〉) . (14)
No operation is applied to the upper-path sub-wave, and it
remains in state eq. (13).
Step 4: The sub-waves are combined at QWC, and the
wave becomes





Step 5: Make a read-out measurement, and the marked
item τ can be deleted.
Compared to classical deletion, the duality version only
requires a single query and achieves an exponential speedup.
The query can be simulated using O(ln N) dubits. Namely,
the diﬃculty in constructing the query increases only loga-
rithmally as the size of the database N increases.
4 Deletion algorithm using duality mode in
quantum computer
The duality mode has provided a new avenue for algorithm
design. Here we give an algorithm solving the problem in
Section 1 using the duality mode in quantum computer. One






and perform a Walsh-Hadamard transform on the auxiliary





|i〉(|0〉 + |1〉). (17)
In duality mode of quantum computer, let unitary U0 and U1
in Figure 2 be U0 = I and U1 = I − 2|τ〉〈τ|. After two con-














Then recombine the two sub-waves through a Walsh-








Then conditionally measuring on the auxiliary state being in
|0〉, one obtains an even superposition of all basis-states ex-
cept τ with probability (N −1)/N. This is simply achieved by
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measuring the auxiliary qubit. If it is 0, then measure to delete
τ; this happens with probability N−1N . If it is 1, the state col-
lapses to τ; this happens with probability 1/N. This state can
be reused again after a flipping on the auxiliary qubit and an
unitary recovering operation to the original input state. The
unitary recovering operation consists of successive recover-
ing subroutines. Indicating the recovering subroutine as S , it
contains four steps:
Step 1: Perform a n-qubit Walsh-Hadamard transform W,
namely W = H⊗n.
Step 2: Perform a conditional phase shift −e−iφ to |0〉 state
and e−iπ = −1 to all other basis-states. Denoting this action
as −I0, and it is
−I0 = −I − (e−iφ − 1)|0〉〈0|, (20)
where φ will be given later in eq. (22).
Step 3: Perform a n-qubit Walsh-Hadamard transform W
again.
Step 4: Perform a conditional phase shift e−iφ to the |τ〉
state and leave all other basis-states untouched. The action is
denoted as Iτ,
Iτ = I + (e−iφ − 1)|τ〉〈τ|. (21)
In above steps, the two phases are equal, and this is required
by the phase matching condition in quantum search algo-
rithm [25–28]. Suppose the state of the n working qubits
is recovered to an even superposition of N basis-states in J
times of subroutine, we have worked out explicitly the phase
φ using the S O(3) picture of quantum algorithm [29, 30],






where sin β =
√












jm if jm is an integer;









and INT[] means taking the integer part. In our quantum
deletion algorithm using duality mode, the undesirable re-
sults is restored to the input state by Jop times of S iteration
and guided to the input end. The calculation process is re-
peated again and again until we obtain the final result. The
conditional phase rotation φ and optimal iteration number jop
versus the database size N are given in Figures 3 and 4.
Hence we can see that, in order to restart the deletion, it
will be easier to prepare the evenly superposed state than to














Figure 3 The conditional phase rotation φ versus N = 2n in deletion
algorithm.








Figure 4 The optimal iteration number jop versus N = 2n in deletion
algorithm.
recover it from the state |τ〉. The recovery process is actu-
ally the reverse of the improved Grover algorithm with cer-
tainty [29]. The recovery process is beautiful mathematically;
however it is not required in practice.
5 Conclusions
In summary, a duality computer deletion algorithm with high
probability is presented. The duality computer deletion al-
gorithm only requires a single query which achieves an ex-
ponential speedup over classical computation. Moreover, we
show the quantum computer realization of this duality com-
puter deletion algorithm using the duality mode. This real-
ization is a fix-point deleting process, and itself serves as a
new avenue in constructing duality computing algorithm.
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